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An Introduction to Gaudi and Due Diligence
Overview

Background
Gaudi draws on a variety of talents and a wealth
of experience both in the SIPP market and the
wider financial services industry. This experience
has led us to develop an entirely new approach to
SIPP administration which is unencumbered by the
traditional ways of working. We recognise that the
key to a successful SIPP is to allow experts in their
field to concentrate on what they do best - business
partners can concentrate on distribution, investment
specialists can focus on performance and Gaudi
provides the web based wrapper presented to the
client and their adviser. This approach has, following
a variation of our regulatory permissions, recently
been extended to include ISA and GIA wrappers.
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Gaudi provides a range of solutions to any business
that is interested in developing a bespoke offering
to their clients. We provide a framework that
allows our business partners to create their own
branded solution. We currently work with businesses
that are Product Providers, Independent Financial
Advisers, Stockbrokers, Discretionary Fund Managers,
Investment Distributors and Employee Benefit
Consultants. We always take a case by case view:
starting with the question, what do you want to
develop and why? Once we answer this, we can
then suggest – and deliver – a working solution that
gives you the product offering you want to give your
clients, with your brand on the front.
Ours is a proposition based on creating successful
partnerships. Once we have created your ownbranded product we then work hard to support this
with exceptional administration and all-round support
so that your product works for you. We do all of this
with an approach which uses the web to create a
streamlined and modern service proposition, which in
turn usually makes the costs of running the product
highly competitive.
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Organisational Structure
Name and registered address
Gaudi Limited, company number 6502014, operates through a regulated subsidiary - Gaudi Regulated Services Limited company number 06638918 and FCA reference 488015. Gaudi Trustees Limited, company number 7898388 acts as a bare
trustee to Gaudi’s own SIPP scheme. The registered address for all three companies is 2 Oakridge Office Park, Whaddon,
Salisbury SP5 3HT.
Company Structure

Gaudi Limited
(company number
6502014)

Gaudi Regulated
Services Limited
(company number
6638918
/ FCA 488015)

(both are 100% wholly owned
subsidiary of Gaudi Limited)

Gaudi
Trustees Limited
(company number
7898388)

Board Structure

Clifton Melvin
Chairman

Gaudi Limited
Gaudi Regulated Services Limited
Gaudi Trustees Limited

Mike Christophers
Non-Executive
Director

Patrick Vaughan
Managing
Director
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Fiona Good
Finance Director
(Secretary)

Nigel Chambers
Non-Executive
Director

Matthew Chambers
Non-Executive
Director

Current shareholdings:
Matthew Chambers - 51% (replaced Nigel Chambers)
Clifton Melvin - 27%
Mike Christophers - 13%
Other staff - 10%
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Regulation and Legal
Legal status
Gaudi Regulated Services Limited (GRSL) was incorporated on 4th July
2008 and is a wholly owned subsidiary of Gaudi Limited (Gaudi) which
was itself incorporated on 12th February 2008 for the purposes of
providing third party administration services to providers of self invested
personal pensions (SIPPs), personal pensions, group pensions and other
related products. GRSL is the vehicle through which such services will be
delivered.
The directors of GRSL have a wealth of financial services experience and
a particular interest in SIPPs.
Changes in the ownership structure of the company in the
past 5 years
Mr Nigel Chambers transferred his shareholding to Mr Matthew Chambers
for estate planning purposes during 2017.
Regulatory status
Gaudi Regulated Services Limited is regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority (488015).
Litigation or other legal proceedings in the last 5 years
There has been no litigation or legal proceedings against
either the company or any employees in the last 5 years.
Auditors
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Nexia Smith & Williamson, Imperial House,
18-21 Kings Park Road, Southampton.
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Administration
Systems
Our systems provider is Chambers Townsend Consultancy Ltd (CTC). CTC was formed in 1990 and is an independent software
company specialising in the financial services market with a long established reputation for providing reliable and innovative
solutions to its customers. The current client base includes insurance companies, fund managers, employee benefit
consultants, financial advisers, third party administrators and SIPP operators.
“Elements” is our core system and has been designed for the administration, illustration and communication of all types of
life, pension and financial services business. The system is available on a modular basis to manage specific lines of business,
such as Income Drawdown products and Self Invested Personal Pensions (SIPPs). Elements can then provide interfaces to
other core systems (such as Ledgers, Dealing and MI systems), while providing the specialist processing capability needed for
SIPPs.
Our system is capable of supporting a wide range of standard and bespoke interfaces. Data exchange can be by API, CSV or
XML files and Origo standards are followed where applicable.
The Gaudi operating model has been designed to replace many of the traditional inefficient paper based transactions.
The genesis of the system came in 2001 with the advent of stakeholder products. This led to a realisation, that for
administration to be profitable, then self service must become the norm. The system has been used since that time
and currently is used by a variety of “blue chip” clients to administer several hundred thousand pension wrappers. Our
software is therefore tried and tested. Essentially, Gaudi brings a new operating model to an established software platform.
Gaudi currently uses the system to link with a range of investment managers (e.g. Ascentric, Charles Stanley, BRI Asset
Management, SVS, Jarvis, Reyker) whilst also interfacing with two of the major SIPP deposit takers, RBS and Bank of
Scotland. The system is highly adaptable and can theoretically be used to interface with any investment provider on the
assumption they are able to provide Gaudi with the core information necessary for pension administration purposes.
Service standards
These are negotiated individually with each business partner and we are happy to discuss a service credit structure should
this be required. Gaudi is in an enviable position in that all current business partners would be willing to act as referees for
our service provision.

Migration Expertise
Both Gaudi and CTC have a wealth of
migration expertise stretching back many
years and project experience in some of the
largest specialist pension migrations.
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Recent examples include the migration of a
book of 25,000 stakeholder pensions and the
migration of two SIPP books of 14,000 and
600 – the latter with particularly complex
investments. All such migrations have been
completed on time and on budget.
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Security
System security
The Elements application is hosted on two servers: a database server running
SQL 2000 and Web/application server running Windows 2003. The servers,
hosted by CTC, are protected by:
-

Cisco PIX 515E firewalls that segregate the web / application and the SQL
servers from the internet. Network switch configuration further segregates
each server.
Symantec Endpoint Protection v12.1 which includes anti-virus, anti-spyware
/ malware and intrusion prevention functionality.

CTC complete network penetration tests on a quarterly basis. No issues have
been found against the Gaudi Elements system.
Connections to the web server are encrypted using 128-bit SSL. Data backups
(to tape) are not encrypted, instead tapes are shipped in a secured transit case
using a specialist tape management company. Where CTC require live database
dumps for fault finding purposes these are passed in scrambled form leaving
only non-personally identifiable information. All electronic media / discs are
disposed of using a specialist contractor where they are securely erased or
destroyed. For servers under hardware contract the hard discs are also securely
erased or destroyed.
CTC also rely on a number of network intrusion technologies:
-

Managed firewalls. These are monitored 24/7 by a specialist security company
OS management. The servers are checked on a weekly basis by CTC staff
Symantec Endpoint Protection. This runs on all servers to prevent malware
from being installed
Application. Elements itself is built following industry practice with an NT
style login system that allows for accounts to be disabled and locked

Production servers are hosted in a server room in CTC’s offices in Croydon.
DR servers are hosted by a specialist DR provider in a data centre in London
Docklands.
User access controls
By default, Elements is configured to request that passwords are changed
every 366 days and that new passwords comply with the password complexity
requirements: a minimum of 8 characters and 5 historic passwords are retained
to prevent password reuse. Accounts are locked after 3 failed attempts to log in.
The password is then hashed using the MD5 algorithm and compared against
the hash stored within the database. Matching hash values indicate a successful
login and users are then granted access to the system with the data and
functionality (e.g. workflows, read / write) limited to their permissions mask.
Physical security
All client files are stored in locked filing cabinets with office access restricted
by means of a key code entry device. All data held within physical client files
is scanned and stored within the Elements record for each member which
therefore serves as an additional level of security in terms of data recall.
Disaster recovery and BCP
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Gaudi has a BCP / DR policy which covers all aspects of Gaudi’s operations
with the exception of the IT services hosted by CTC which are documented
separately. The Gaudi document is a lengthy document which can be provided
on request but the CTC document contains client (i.e. other than Gaudi)
confidential information. If required, a subset of information can be provided.
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Financials
Gaudi has been funded to date by means of external start up capital which is on a long term repayment basis. From
effectively opening for business in 2010 we have seen significant revenue growth from the 2012-13 and have moved to a
positive monthly cash flow during the financial year 2015-16. To this end, recent contract wins include Equiniti Financial
Services Limited, Selftrade and Jarvis Investment Management.
Following a successful variation of permission request, Gaudi’s permissions have recently extended to enable us to hold
client money. This means that we are now able to extend our product range beyond SIPPs (where we continue to control
but not hold client money) to other products such as Individual Savings Accounts and General Investment Accounts.
As a consequence of the new permissions Gaudi has become subject to the IFPRU rule book and capital requirements are
calculated under the Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process. We issue a Pillar 3 disclosure statement which can be
viewed in our Report and Accounts.
A copy of our most recent Report & Accounts available on request or via companies house website which includes our Pillar
3 statement.

CTC
Underwent an MBO from Alexander Forbes in 2009 and is a highly profitable, independent business.
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Details of our PI is available on request.
Compliance officer - Patrick Vaughan.
External compliance support is provided by - Enhance Support Solutions.
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